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Inland Empire Waterkeeper (“Waterkeeper”)
conducted walking data collection and photo
documentation on Temescal Creek in summer,
2009 as part of their Southland Open Space and
Forest Preservation Initiative. Waterkeeper staff
and volunteers addressed both ecological and
anthropogenic characteristics of the creek, such
as: plant life, wildlife, illicit discharges, and
future possible
public access points.
Additionally, Waterkeeper procured
current mapping of Temescal Creek with
present property owner/parcel information.
The process by which we conducted our field work
was prefaced by initial mapping of the creek.
Waterkeeper had maps created that divided Temescal Creek into 500 foot “grids”, denoted by
longitudinal and latitudinal points to which we could navigate with the use of GPS units. Each of
the grids was individually documented for its various characteristics. This method facilitated an
easy way to thoroughly and accurately document our progress along the creek.
On-the-ground field work began June, 2009,
and was effectively completed in September,
2009. Waterkeeper was fortunate in securing
the commitment of multiple dedicated interns
and volunteers.
With approximately 385
hours of volunteer donated time, we were
able to efficiently walk the creek length and
document its features within 11 weeks.
Our findings illustrate an nvironment
embedded with stark contrasts. Portions of the
creek support a healthy riparian plant
community with diverse wildlife and
picturesque settings. Conversely, several
reaches of the creek are entirely choked with debris and littered with signs of severe neglect and
pollution. An overview of Waterkeeper’s data collection results is included herein.

Water flow
The water flow in Temescal Creek ranged from
underground passages to perennial streams. As a
tributary of the Santa Ana River, Temescal Creek
begins at Lake Elsinore, and flows naturally for 18
miles until it hits its northern terminus at the
channelized entrance just south of Magnolia Avenue,
near the SR-91 and I-15 interchange in the city of
Corona. Despite the hot and dry summer weather,
Temescal Creek persisted. Portions of creek flowed 15
feet wide and at least three feet deep, while some parts
only existed as saturated soil. Lee Lake, as well as a few
other small bodies of water, existed within the path of
the creek.
Terrain
The terrain of Temescal Creek varied from wide, open washes to skinny canyon-like environments
surrounded by steep hills. The majority of creek was fairly easy to walk with a level landscape,
and mostly flat access to the creek. However, challenging terrain with extremely steep
embankments to the creek was present as well.

Plant life
In general, we found Temescal Creek supported a riparian forest
mostly composed of cottonwoods and willows that closely
followed the meandering path of water. Where water was
abundant, the cottonwoods and willows formed a thick canopy,
and dense barrier to the actual creek making it difficult in many
locations to approach the waters’ edge. Cattails, various reeds,
sycamores, wild rose, mule fat, and wild grape were also
common in areas with ample water flow. Invasive species such
as arrundo and tamarisk were also both identified in these areas.
In the outer plant
communities surrounding the creek, we found
numerous species including sycamores, sage, cacti,
sunflowers, broom, thistles, stinging nettle, poison
oak, California poppy, palm trees, wild gourds,
jimson weed, tree tobacco, buckwheat, and a
multitude of grasses. The exceptions to these
generalizations seemed to occur at stretches of the
creek that have been heavily impacted by
development or that were excessively dry. For

example, the northernmost stretch of the creek, surrounded by several
mining activities and entry into concrete channelization, exhibited
obvious human impacts and modifications. This area not only lacked
healthy elements of a riparian forest, but displayed a deficit in plant
life in general. In many of the grids where Temescal Creek appears
to run predominately underground, the environment is generally
dominated by both eucalyptus groves and business development. In
many of these areas that are highly disturbed, we found a plethora of
invasive species such as castor bean, mustard, eucalyptus trees, and
tumbleweeds.
Wildlife
The majority of wildlife observed at Temescal Creek consisted of a
diverse collection of birds. It was common to spot Great Egrets nesting
in the trees, Great Blue Herons wading in the creek, Red- tailed Hawks
flying above, and hummingbirds buzzing around flowers.
Waterkeeper also documented various water birds (such as ducks,
stilts, and king fishers), raptors, vultures, and countless unidentifiable
song birds that could be heard along the creek. Temescal Creek is also
a known habitat for the endangered Least Bell’s Vireo.
In addition to birds, Waterkeeper staff and volunteers also noted rabbits, squirrels, lizards, and a
bobcat in the habitat surrounding Temescal Creek. Within the waters’ edge, frogs, crayfish, fish,
and an abundance of clam shells were seen. Evidence of deer, coyote, and raccoons were recorded
through tracks and animal droppings. Many insects, such as bees, wasps, butterflies, dragonflies,
and beetles were also common. The majority of the larger wildlife species were found near reaches
of the creek that had maintained a higher quality of habitat, providing an intact wildlife corridor
(versus areas subject to development that obstruct supporting plant life and water flow).

Illicit discharges/Litter
With only a few exceptions, the majority of Temescal Creek suffers with some sort of pollution;
due to either illegal dumping, runoff from neighboring properties, or accidental littering. Illegal
dumping was generally documented in places that provided easy access with roads. At those
locations we found items including: paint, oil, tires, chairs, a microwave, a copy machine, a
dishwasher, couches, plywood, carpet, construction debris, mattresses, and even multiple
vehicles. Accidental littering, such as debris unintentionally blown off the freeway from passing
traffic, or items carried downstream from storms were widespread. Smaller items such as plastic
bottles, plastic bags, shotgun shells, food
wrappers, cups, empty spray bottles, and netting
were found along the majority of the creek
(especially when the creek was near the
freeway, or a main road). There were also areas
of Temescal Creek that received potentially
harmful runoff from neighboring properties.

Remote areas of the creek, away from the
freeway and busy roads showed immediate
visible improvement in environmental quality
with a lessening of debris.
Miscellaneous
human presence
While a small percentage of Temescal Creek remains fairly remote
and secluded, most of the creek is subject to human presence in one
form or another. In addition to the nearby sounds of cars (thanks to
the proximity to the I-15 freeway), and widespread litter, several
developments line the edge of Temescal Creek including: industrial
parks, mining facilities, waste management lands, nurseries,
residential homes, RV parking areas, golf courses, and shopping
centers. Waterkeeper documented the creek being used for
recreational opportunities such as fishing, camping, biking,
walking, and off-road vehicles. The presence of local water
companies, and wildlife conservation areas were also documented
at various reaches of the creek. Three conservation easements
managed by the Riverside-Corona
Resource Conservation District are present along the creek: the
Chandler Easement, Dos Lagos Easement, and Lee Lake Easement.
Various signage was found addressing the issues of illegal
dumping, private property, and environmentally sensitive habitat. A minimal amount of graffiti
was found as well, with the
most concentrated amount at the Cajalco Road bridge. Graffiti only seemed to appear where
conditions were conducive to such activities; appropriate surfaces on which to mark, and easy
access from surrounding roads.

Future possible public access points
Throughout our documentation of the creek, Waterkeeper staff and volunteers observed each grid
for its potential to provide a future possible public access point. Attributes of such an area
include proximity to an existing road and
terrain that would lend itself well to gathering
points. The middle and southern portions of
Temescal Creek offer greater chances for
public access points, as the northern portion is
dominated by active mining. Temescal Creek
offers some ideal passive recreational
settings; together with improved
infrastructure, such as picnicking benches and
educational signs, opportunities exist for the
local community to embrace the waterway
and preserve its existence as a critical wildlife
corridor.

